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urban idea 

ART CORE OF VILNIUS 

Our aim is to develop the area of Radvila Palace Complex to become the ART CORE OF VILNIUS, 
inviting every ages and nationalities to visit the city and meet art and design. For this we use art as a 
tool to link different people and also to bind different buildings together.  

The foreground of the museum complex is highlighted by the new COLLONADE acting as an open 
gate and covered public space, also finishing the original palace structure. People passing through 
Vilnius encounter the pavilion of GALLERY NOW with its inviting media facade. The tower 
showcases always the most renowned contemporary artists works, with a spectacular look-out 
point to Vilnius skyline and sculpture terasse on the top. It also serves as a new landmark and 
reference point in the junction of road axles at the edge of the old town. 

 

 

 

 

ART GARDEN 

A large paved area orients people towards the axis of the former middle pavilion, walking through 
the collonade, leaving the rest of the area as green as possible. Inside the ART GARDEN the new 
museum complex will be fully open to the public on the ground floor providing all-day activity on art, 
music and design. The north pavilion and wing opens up to the garden with studios for young 
Lithuanian artist, with programmes and visitable art studios, workshops. The beautiful East wing 
hosts a cozy cafe with terasses and trees. The museum entrance itself is a community space with 
its stepped floor with several usages. Here the Art garden is connected to the multifunctional hall 
which can be used outside museum opening hours. The courtyard itself can also host several events 
from art fairs to open-air concerts. This is emphasized by the sloping green area, closing the south 
part of the courtyard, leaving the existing entrances accessible.  
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architectural idea 

ART MEETS COMMUNITY 

The idea of the community garden and the open museum needed a strong and timeless yet 
contemporary answer. The diverse historical environment also forced us to find an universal tool to 
fulfill our goals. We found it in the ancient art of megalithic cultures where huge stones were erected. 
People gathered around these first works of art which were like a beacon, art became a tool for 
building community. 

 

 

      

 

 

Huge brick pillars and thin terazzo roofs take ancient forms like colonnades and porticos. These 
are the architectural tools of ancient community spaces like stoas, and also museum spaces thus 
they are readable and understandable by everybody. Colonnades and porticos connect elder and 
young people and also connect old and new buildings, gives covered community spaces for 
different events. In the core of the area the tower of Gallery NOW addresses mostly the young 
generation as a contemporary “megalith” of Vilnius.  
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COMPLETING THE HISTORICAL COMPLEX 

The never built-up and demolished parts of the Radvila Palace are wounds in the common memory 
of the city. The reconstruction of the western-north wings has started but the whole complex can 
be never finished since the south parts are also protected buildings with different architecture. 
Recognising this we decided to finish the U-shaped building with a contemporary design, focusing 
on the community and flexibility prepared for the next generation of artists. The extension 
completes the existing historical buildings with a humble attitude. The historically asymmetric 
complex gains new and balanced proportions with full respect for historic buildings. 

 

 

 

RECONSTRUCTION OF RADVILA PALACE 

The existing original pavilions and wings should be reconstructed even more thoroughly by 
demolishing later extensions and inserts. Opening up and reconstructing these facades and spaces 
make the interior areas more usable and filled with light. The original fence and gate is marked by 
the new collonade closing the complex. 

 

 

 

A NEW MUSEUM WITHOUT COMPROMISE 

The new WORLD ART MUSEUM with the multifunctional hall is designed behind the U-shaped 
Radvila Palace where large, flexible spaces can be developed without compromise.  The new 
entrance zone flows from the Art Garden back to the museum area thus there is always a visual 
connection between old and new.  
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landscaping and public zones (zone A and B) 

FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT  

The foreground area (zone B) designed as a clean, transparent city square where people can meet, 
gather before visiting the museum complex. The paved areas serve also for quick passing through 
therefore less busy territories remained green areas. The square works as tourist meeting point with 
bicycle storages and bus drop on/drop off point. The Gallery NOW pavilion with its changing media 
facade defines the core of the place, seen from every city axles running into the square.  

For autumn season the collonades and large porticos offer shelter against rain and breeze. Also, 
coloumns are proposed to be surface heated to warm up visitors. These roofs also give shade in 
sunny summer days. Art fairs can be held inside and outside also without compromise. In the 
springtime the sloping green field is perfect for sunbathing or organizing events outside.  

Paved or green courtyards are inserted between the buildings to allow natural light to museum or 
office rooms.  

 

 

 

 

 

PEDESTRIANS, TRAFFIC CIRCULATION AND PARKING  

The whole square (zone B) is a pedestrian zone, allowing large tourist groups to gather and rest. The 
pedestrian crossings are elevated to the pavement level, especially the walkway of Palangos g.  

Two-ways road-level bicycle lanes are kept and extended, avoiding conflicts with pedestrians. Bike 
rental stations and storages are designed in the corner accessible and visible from every direction.  

Accessing the museum basement with heavy vehicles easily is a key to the project. Therefore we 
recommend not to excavate the whole area with huge utility replacement works and also not to 
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destroy the city square with a long and wide ramp. Instead we propose an invisible entrance on the 
side of the Gallery NOW pavilion. The motorised traffic is set two-ways only at the beginning of 
Lieyiklos g. thus trucks can enter and exit the manipulation area through a large garage door. Instead 
of sending heavy vehicles to the basement we designed a large elevator for goods and artwork.  

Since no parking places were needed in the competition brief, car parking can be solved outside 
the area in walking or biking distance.  

 

 

 

traffic concept 

 

 

PAVEMENT, PLANTATION 

The paved areas are clad with granite slabs. Green areas are elevated to seating height and 
bordered with prefabricated concrete benches. In these grassy areas picnic is allowed between 
sculptures and trees but walking through is prevented. The sloping area works as a stage stand with 
concrete monolitic benches scattered. Green stairs margins the entrance of the garden which gives 
ome to spontaneous music or performance art. The paved areas enriched by sculptures of 
Lithuanian artists. 
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LIGHTING AND ELECTRIC SOLUTIONS 

Between the granite pavement slabs we propose lighting floor elements, started from the 
foreground area to the museum garden inviting people during the night.  

While the foreground is lit by lampposts using LED light sources, the Art Garden has a more intimate 
lighting concept with the trees and vegetation illuminated. After museum closing hours the ground 
floor can be still open, concerts, cafes can take over the place.  

We propose a delicate decorative lighting for the facades, emphasizing the rhytm of the new 
columns and the old facade windows. For the colder seasons the large coloumns of the collonade 
is proposed to be surface heated. Two person can hug these pillars to warm up in winter. Wifi and 
phone charging spots are proposed at the benches or columns to gather more young people to the 
area.  
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GREEN/SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS  

Pavement elements are set in gravel without joints decreasing the load of rainwater canals. Lighting 
solutions use minimal electric energy. The southern side of museum skylights can be clad with solar 
cells providing sustainable energy.  

Rainwater collected from the large rooftops can be used for watering green areas.  

landscaping phases 

We propose to develop the public spaces in four phases according to the building phases. 

1. utility replacements and renovation, archaeological excavations 
2. street works 
3. landscaping of the foreground (zone B) and the southern part of the Art Garden (zone A) 
4. landscaping of the northern part of the Art Garden (zone A) 
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architectural and functional solutions of the new complex 

FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT 

The complex is separated into three main areas: 

1. Public area, accessible by visitors without ticket 
2. Museum area, accessible by visitors who obtain a ticket 
3. Service area, not accessible by visitors. 

 

basement      ground floor 

 

1st floor     2nd floor 
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PUBLIC AREAS 

OPEN ART STUDIOS 

The public area concentrates on the ground floor with several entrances from the courtyard. The 
first western pavilion and the adjacent block are transformed to studios. The artists working here 
are chosen by an open competition. These workshops should be open to the public time to time, 
bringing contemporary art closer to everyday people. The existing basement of the northern block 
can be used as a storage.  

 

MUSEUM EDUCATION WORKSHOPS 

The ground floor of the northern pavilion is transformed to a kids workshop area. It can be reached 
from the museum corridor. Children, school groups can take part of museum events and workshops 
in this 240 m2 area, they can also use the inner court of the museum. A separate lobby and toilets, 
storage is designed for workshop needs. Three rooms offer parallel activities in the same time. 

CAFE 

A stylish cafe is set in the first eastern block. This building has the most beautiful ornaments both 
inside and outside. The facade is completely restored, the extra floor is demolished to get the 
original ceiling height. The wall and ceiling paintings provide background for a contemporary café 
interior. There is a terasse in both directions. 

 

ENTRANCE HALL  

The main entrance of the museum is at the former central pavilion. The absence of this part of the 
palace is turned over a large open flowing space. Info, audioguide and ticket point, bookshop are 
visible from outside and accessible without ticket. Toilets, cloakroom, group cloakroom are 
connected to the entrance hall. All museum, hospitality and conference functions are accessibble 
from one space. 

Inside and outside merges at the entrance hall. Light enters from three directions, from the 
courtyard, form the north spatio and from south. The sloping garden enters the building and turns 
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to stairs and seating places. These stairs are the main access to the multifunctional hall, and also a 
resting and meeting place for visitors. Small lectures or tour guide presentation can be held here 
among the highlighted scupltures of the actual exhibition. The room height of 13m gives spatial 
experience where large scale artworks can be suspended.  

The museum building to the south (which is not the scope of the competition) is connected on the 
ground floor to the entrance hall.  

 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL ART CENTER 

A multifunctional hall is designed on the first floor.  It is large enough to accommodate events like 
concerts, conferences, lectures. It is accessible through the agora-like stairs of the entrance hall 
and also by two elevators. The spacious, elevated foyer is lit by natural light from two sides and opens 
to the Art Garden so the audience can take a rest both inside and outside. The hall and foyer can 
also be used separately from the museum.  

Background services are available next to the hall on the 1st and 2nd floor including dressing room 
and toilet for performers, sound engineering room, catering facilities. 

MUSEUM AREA  

The main museum area comprises the first floor of the old Radvila Palace, ground and first floor of 
the new exhibiton hall and the Gallery NOW building. These are flexible and easily accessible 
separately and also on a route including all museum areas.  

We recommend to place the National Photography Centre in the first floor of the old building on 
900 m2. Photos do not need extreme ventilation or spaces and also protected wall paintings can 
serve as a background. 

World and Lithuanian Design and Art exhibits are placed in the new building on two floors with an 
area of 1300 m2. These are the most flexible areas with high ceiling without pillars. The hall can be 
used as separate rooms as well as one large exhibition space. Natural indirect light comes from  
skylights which have optional screening effect, with artifical light integrated. The room has a 
connection to the park north to the Palace through a large north window giving the visitor a natural 
view after enjoying the artworks. This window can be taken out if extra large (room-size) exhibit 
should be transported.  
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GALLERY NOW OF CONTEMPORARY HIGHLIGHTS 

At the place of the former south-west pavilion people can enter the tower of Gallery NOW from the 
city square. This gallery howcases always the most renowned contemporary artists works, with a 
spectacular look-out point to Vilnius skyline and sculpture terasse on the top. Visitors can buy a 
ticket separate from the museum or they can enter with a combined ticket bought in the entrance 
hall of the World Art Museum. A media screen is integrated into the brick facade communicating 
with citizens.  
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The gallery has two floors, one smaller and one with a high ceiling. The floor slabs can be opened in 
the middle, allowing extreme large exhibits to enter but a large-scale artwork elevator operates 
between the loading area, the basement and the gallery floors.  

Elevator and stairs rises to the top floor of the tower where covered look-out point and a sculpture 
terasse invites the visitors. The tower itself also serves as a new landmark and reference point in the 
junction of road axles at the edge of the old town. 

 

 

 

SERVICE AREA 

Most service areas stick to the eastern plot boundary and the whole basement. Artwork and goods 
loading area is in the basement, with the temporary storage, packaging and workshop. Staff 
premises are in the basement including toilets, restrooms. The security room and back office is on 
the ground floor, close to the entrance hall and info point. 

The offices for a minimum of 50 people are on the second floor of Radvila Palace. These areas are 
not suitabe for exhibition functions due to difficult access. A staff staircase and elevator are inserted 
in the northern block to make the offices accessible. 

Mechanical rooms are in the basement and on the second floor where fresh air and exhaust are 
managed.  

 

MOVEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF VISITORS AND STAFF 

MOVEMENT OF VISITORS 

The entrance hall is the core of the whole complex from where everything is accessible. Visitors 
have an immediate overview of the neccesary functions. After buying the ticket and using museum 
services, such as restrooms, cloakrooms, audioguide etc. They can enter the museum corridor on 
the ground floor or ascend the large stairway to the upper floor. From museum corridor overlooking 
to the old Radvila building visitors can decide to enter the different exhbitions either with one or 
separate tickets. The first eastern pavilion is connected to the museum corridor. A looping route 
can be provided to see everthing. Two elevators make the upper floor accessbile for everybody. 
Museum education area and workshops are also here on the ground floor.  

After the exhibition visitors are led to the bookstore and café where they can spend more time.  

Gallery NOW building can be reached from outside from the city square.  

However the southern museum building at Liejyklos street is not the scope of the competiton, we 
made a clear connection between the entrance hall and the existing building. The previously 
planned elevator on the place of the south pavilion obstructs the generous development of the area 
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and the finish of the U-shape. We recommend to put the elevator inside the building, or between 
the extension and the old building.  

MOVEMENT OF STAFF 

The staff entrance is located in the southern pavilion from Liejyklos street. Here they descend to 
the basement and enter a closed corridor which leads to the staff area with changing rooms, toilets, 
kitchenette. Office workers enter in the western wing where they can find a staff staricase and 
elevator going up to the 2nd floor.  

There are three staff elevator and staircases and two large elevator for artworks and goods.  

MOVEMENT OF ARTWORKS 

Artworks and goods enter from Liejyklos street as presented in the lanscaping explanatory text. A 
docing station with a headroom of 4,5m serves for artworks unloading in a closed manner. From 
here artworks can be transported through an elevator to a climatised, large corridor. This leads to 
the reception area with all its premises. The basement corridor is large enough to be used with 
motorized transportation vehicles for moving goods and artworks. These vehicles can also be 
transported with the staff entrance elevator. The corridor connects restorator workshops, art 
storages and staff areas below the whole complex.  

 

MATERIALS OF THE BUILDING COMPLEX 

The existing Radvila Palace highlights a classical plastered facade with stone parts. The new 
museum complex are clad with unique, long and thin hand-made bricks. We continued the plaster 
decoration of the old buildings with the plasticity and diverse materiality of the clay material. Colours 
of the bricks and joints are similar to the renovated renessaince facade to link the old and new 
blocks and pavilions.  

 

 

 

Since the entrance hall is rather a space between buildings the inner facad of the exhibition space 
and the conference hall are also clad with brick. That gives the feeling that inside and outsides 
merges.  
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The small-scale facade elements emphasize the monumentality of pillars and masses. In contrast 
the thin slabs of porticos and collonades are made of polished, prefabricated concrete elements.  

Interior surfaces are clad with light, elegant materials to highlight the exhibits rather than the 
architectural space. Floors and stairs are terazzo-like polished concrete floors with white stones. 
The ceiling in the new extension is a unique system of lighting, skylights, shading and ventilation. 
Glass walls and new doors, railings are dark, bronze covered steel structures. 

 

     

     

 

 GREEN/SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS 

The new extension is a compact mass so we can minimalize heat loss.  

The extension has an extensive skylight system with northern glass surfaces. Southern side of these 
skylightscan be covered with solar cells without destroying cityscape.  

A ventilation with heat recovery is proposed to minimalize heat loss. For this a part of the electric 
energy can be harvested by the aforementioned solar cells.  

The skylights and the big glass walls (shaded by the collonade where needed) gives enough natural 
light to decrease the energy used by lighting.  

The rainwater is proposed to be collected so it can be useful for the vegetation. 
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STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS  

The vertical structures are made of reinforced concrete. Above ground homogenous walls are the 
loadbearing elements. In the basement coloumns offer wide flexibility.  

The large spaces on the first floor are covered with steel beam grid structures with a modul size of 
1,80×3,60m which is also the size of the skylights.  

Other wide-span floor slabs above ground floor are made of voided slab technology to minimalize 
height and concrete weight. Using HDPE “balls” inside the slab a flat surface can be achieved where 
needed. 

ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS 

The hardest task in a modern museum is achieving proper climate for the artworks. A heat exchange 
ventilation system is needed with vapor control. This takes a lot of place which is reserved in the 
basement and at the eastern plot boundary.  

Ventilation in exhibition areas are a must. In the old building false floors are inserted to gain space 
for ventilation ducts. This can be managed since there are differences in floor levels thus these can 
be levelled.  

Floor slabs can be used for heating in most spaces. Cooling is not necessary because of the large, 
closed spaces, only the ventilated air is planned to be precooled. In the old building though offices 
have cooling system. 

FIRE SAFETY SOLUTIONS  

The materials used are mainly not combustible. The main fire safety issue are the proper escape 
routes since hundreds of people should be evacuated in minutes in case of emergency.  

The exhbition area and the multifunctional hall have a minimum of two separate escape routes. 
People can leave the building to three directions. To the north towards the park, to the west to the 
Art Garden and to the south through the other museum building to the Liejyklos street. 

CONSTRUCTION PHASES  

1. Archeological excavations; 
demolishing later extensions outside original Radvila Palace complex; 
moving artworks to a temporary storing location; 
utility replacements in zone A and B 

2. Building new extension including storage and exhibiton, conference areas; 
landscaping zone B and the southern part of zone A 

3. Moving artworks from temporary warehouse to new storage area; 
possibility to pre-open the new museum (without offices and art studios, café and kids 
workshop) 

4. Renovating and interior works of the existing buildings; opening of museum 
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general indicators of the site 

area of the site (zone A): 8028 m2 

 a. existing buildings b. new buildings a+b. total complex 
number of storeys 4 4 + roof terasse 4 + roof terasse 

intensity of 
development of the 
site 

(built-in area 
compared to site 
area) 

1970 m2 
24,5% 

2 780 m2 
34,6%  

4 750 m2 
59,1% 

density of 
development of the 
site 

(total gross area with 
structures, including 
basement, compared 
to site area) 

6 690 m2 
0,83 

7 935 m2 
0,99 

14 625 m2 
1,82 

total area of the 
building complex 

(net area without 
structures, without 
Lieyiklos g. museum 
building) 

2840 m2 7345 m2 10 185 m2 

volume of the 
building complex 
(including basement)

36 200 m3 55 300 m3 
 

91 500 m3 

height of the 
building complex.  

(highest point) 

14,0m  
and  
24,0 m 

15,2 m  
and  
22,30 m 

- 

 

The regulation of maximum height should be revised in this project of National importance. Keeping 
the eaves in line is not the only way of creating a harmonic and proportionate building complex.  


